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Blood clot found in Nixon's lung
LONG BEACH. Calif. (APi-A
potentially
dangerous,
dime-sized
blood clot has been discovered in
Richard M. Nixon's right lung, his
doctor announced yesterday
The former president took the news
as he normally takes anything elseit's another problem." the doctor said
Nixon has a hell o( a will to live.''
Dr John C Lungren said at a news
conference
"There is a very good
chance of recovery, but it will take
sometime."
The clot lodged in the lung after
breaking off from a vein in Nixon's left
leg. where it had been created by
chronic phlebitis. Lungren said
He described it as a "potentially

dangerous situation but not critical at
this time "
ASKED IF the gelatin-like clot could
endanger Nixon's life. Lungren said
only that the present risk is that a
larger clot could form in the lung
Lungren did not say how likely it was
for another clot to form and it was
unclear whether Nixon ever had a
second clot in his leg
"I hate to be lying here with this
thing
in
my vein.''
Lungren
paraphrased Nixon as saying The
doctor added.
"His mood
is
remarkable considering what he's
going through."
No surgery is contemplated, he said.

trust

but Nixon is continuing anticoagulant
treatment to dissolve the clot and
prevent a new one from forming
He will remain hospitalized through
next week
NIXON IS taking two anticoagulants.
Coumadin orally and Heparin intravenously. If the drugs are effective, the
clot probably will go away.
But a knowledgeable Washington.
Dr doctor said. "Even though this
clot doesn't seem to be severe, it
doesn't mean it couldn't get worse. If a
chunk of another clot broke off and got
the the lungs that might be it."
If Nixon's condition worsened,
doctors also might consider surgery.

including emergency surgery in a
severe case to enter the lung and
remove a clot
Other surgical treatments include
tying off certain blood vessels to
prevent clots from reaching the lungs
Nixon has no chest pain, but the lung
clot is contributing to the extreme
fatigue of the former president.
Lungren said
LUNGREN made his announcement
at Memorial Hospital Medical Center
of Lung Beach, where Nixon. 61. has
been hospitalized since Monday for
extensive treatment and tests He was
originally scheduled to stay only seven
davs

There was no indication from
Lungren whether the clot could keep
Nixon from testifying at the Watergate
cover-up trial It begins next Tuesday.
The former president has been
subpoenaed as a witness by both
defendant
John
Khrlichman and
prosecutor Leon Jaworski
Jaworski has asked U.S. District
Court Judge John J Sirica to send an
independent medical
team
to
determine if Nixon can testify or give a
deposition
PRESS SECRETARY Ron Nessen
said the chief White House physician.
Dr William l.ukash. talked with Dr
Lungren by telephone and relayed a

report to Ford at mldafternoon
Nessen said Ford
"expressed
pleasure that there was no imminent
danger and that the former president is
feeling reasonably well "
In response to a question. Nessen
said he knew of no plans for Ford to
visit Nixon in the Long Beach hospital
The President will be in San
Francisco next Wednesday for a
speaking appearance
Lungren said the clot, which moved
through blood vessels to the middle of
the right lung, was found through tests
Tuesday conducted by a specialist in
nuclear medicine
Lungren said he did not know why
the clot broke off or when it occurred

University buys insurance policy

trust*
By Mark Dodoth
Staff Reporter
A $1 million liability insurance policy
has been purchased to shield both the
University and its employes from law
suits claiming negligence or willful
wrongdoing their part
Several months ago state legislators
eliminated sovereign immunity for
liability suits against state agencies
and institutions, leaving the University
defenseless
By dropping the absolute right of
protection against liability suits, the
legislature left open the possibility of
suits against the University, its Board
of Trustees, administrators, faculty
and staff.

"WHEN YOU DO this, you invite
suits." said University President
Hollis A Moore. Jr.
Legislators failed to offer a
substitute means of defending against
liability suits after repealing the
sovereign immunity privilege
"What the state didn't do is create
any enabling legislation of what was
bound to come," said Dr Moore "Any
suit that would have arisen made
faculty and staff
potentially
vulnerable "
THE STATE ATTORNEY general
rendered an opinion several years ago
that public funds cannot be used to
purchase insurance for stale institutions
"At that time the attorney general

never thought that the University and
its agents both would be sued and need
liability insurance." said Dr Moore.
Dr Moore said the University
decided to take out its own liability
policy The premiums on the $1 million
policy are being paid by a private gift
to the University Dr Moore would not
reveal the source of the gift
Some sources reported the gift may
have come from retired faculty
members and alumni
The $1,000 deductible policy lasts for
one year beginning September 9. International Insurance Company of
Chicago holds the policy.
TRUSTEES AND University employes are covered for claims against
them of committing a "wrongful act."

according to the President's office
"Wrongful act' is defined as "actual
or alleged errors, nusstatements or
misleading statement, act or omission
or. neglect or breach of duty by the
insured. Individually or collectively, in
the discharge of University duties, or
any matter claimed against them."
Dr. Moore said
Coverage in the policy includes
payment by the company of damages,
judgments, settlements, and costs,
cost of investigation and defense of
legal actions." but not including
payment of fines imposed by law upon
the individual or the University.
Dr Moore said he hoped the legis
lature would provide state funding for
purchasing insurance sometime earlynext year

Judge orders Calley set free

With anti-freezo climbing ovary day, and supplies galling
ihorter. motorists may find it a long cold winter, local storo
owner* predict tha situation will worsan boforo spring.
(Nawsphoio by Dan Fekht)

COLUMBUS. Ga.
(AP)-Citing
unrestrained and uncontrolled pretrial
news coverage, a federal judge
overturned the MyLai murder conviction of William L. Calley Jr.
yesterday-and also compared Calley's
difficulties in obtaining government
evidence to the Watergate tapes case.
The judge ordered that Calley be set
free, although his decision can be
appealed by the Army.
US District Court Judge J Robert
Elliott devoted 85 of the 132 pages in
his opinion to demonstrating how he
felt Calley's constitutional rights to a
fair trial had been ruined by incessant
portrayals of Calley as "a mass
murderer to a ghoul" by the American
press
Elliott's opinion also contended that
when the U.S. Supreme Court ordered
former President Nixon to produce
certain Watergate tapes, "that move
decided the Calley case "

Antifreeze prices to be hiked
according to local spokesmen
By Rick Bensman
Staff Reporter
Car owners will be digging deeper
into their pockets again this winter-this time for anti-freeze. And local
department stores and service stations
predict toe situation will worsen
Prices range from $5.66 a gallon at
Rinks Bargain City and Big N
department stores to $8.00 a gallon
installed, at Myer's Union 76 service
station 320 E WoosterSt.
A spokesman for A&A Sunoco
Service. 1002 N Main St.. said the

Weather
Saaay aad warm today aad
tomorrow. Highs today la the
■peer Ms aad the lower 7*i aad
highs tomorrow la the low aad mid
7«i. lows toaigkt la the laser Mi
aad the lower Sea. Probability of
areciaiutioi It per ceat today aad
toaigkt

station is charging $6.20 a gallon, about
$2.00 more than last year.
INCREASED prices stem from lack
of manufacturing capacity for ethylene
oxide from which ethylene glycol is
made, according to the Associated
Press IAP). Ethylene glycol is the
main ingredient in anti-freeze.
An overcapacity in the late 1960s
apparently lowered prices and reduced
economic incentive to expand. Du
Pont, a major supplier of anti-freeze.
has decided to use all of its ethylene
glycol for the production of polysler
fiber after this year.
Kathy Rist. assistant manager of the
paint and hardware department at Big
N said prices are going to go up and
anti-freeze is hard to get.
Doug Dauer. automotive department
manager at Rink's Bargain City, said
the store gets more than 300 cases
every two weeks "but later on in the
season it will be hard to get."
Dauer said the price will increase to
$6.50 a gallon when the next shipment
arrives, but predicts that in a year
sales will decline and the price will
drop

Jim Freeworth, a mechanic at
DeWitt's garage. 542 S Maple, said a
limited supply exists there and
compared the situation to the fuel
crisis. "It's hard to predict what it i the
supply) will do." Freeworth said.
FREEWORTH said he was told antifreeze costs about $20 a gallon in
Canada.
"We've got it because we had it
before," said Joe Kramer, attendant at
Myer's Union 76. But he agreed that it
will soon be harder to get.
He also predicted the price will
increase and said. "The public
shouldn't stand for it."
Robert J.
Cassidy. anti-freeze
marketing manager for Union Carbide,
said. "It's a rip-off of the worse kind."
according to an AP story.
The news service quoted Frank
Chesek. marketing director for
automotive chemicals for Northern
Petrochemical Co.. as saying. "I think
it's a panic situation and they're
(retailers) taking advantage of it," and
described the situation as a tight
market with spot shortages.

He said the high court's ruling broke
the privileged barriers erected under
the separation of powers doctrine
During (alley's court-martial. Hep
F Edward Hebert. chairman of a
House subcommittee investigating My
Lai. refused to furnish Calley's
lawyers with transcripts by Army
commanders relating to the massacre
and cover-up Hebert refused on the
basis of congressional independence
from the judiciary despite a request
for the testimony from the presiding
military judge. Col. Reid Kennedy
"If we substitute the word
'legislative for the word presidential
or 'executive' we see that the Supreme
Court in deciding the Nixon case also
decided the Calley case." Elliott's
opinion stated.
Judge Elliott's other key contentions
were that Calley was denied the right
of confrontation with witnesses when
the military judge refused to subpoena
high-ranking Army officials and that
Calley was convicted on charges and
specifications "improperly drawn "
Calley. 31. was convicted 3h years
ago for the murders of 22 Vietnamese
civilians at My Lai. He was sentenced
to life imprisonment but that sentence
was reduced by military review to 10
years.
Calley has less than two months to
serve before he is eligible for parole
review
However, the Army was
expected to appeal Elliott's ruling and
could file a brief staying the release
order

It. William Calley
■

■

"

Ohio state school fees differ
By Lorraine Jameson
Staff Reporter
While many university students feel
they pay too much for their education,
they are better off than seven other
state universities when it comes to
necessary fees.
Kent State. Ohio State. Miami.
Akron, Toledo. Wright State and Ohio
University students pay more in total
fees than Bowling Green students.
Only Central State Cleveland State
and Youngstown State Universities
charge less in total fees than BG of the
major Ohio universities.
ALTHOUGH MOST Ohio state
schools charge about the same for
tuition, quarterly room and board rates
vary as much as $95 more to $230 less
than here

Students here pay $645 each quarter,
including $385 lor room and board.
Tuition, which includes $50 general fee.
is $260
Other schools charging $260 tuition
are Ohio State. Miami. Toledo. Ohio.
Wright State. Kent State Universities,
and the pharmacy program at the University of Cincinnati
But the total education costs at these
institutions are higher because of the
room and board rates
Kent students pay $445, OU students
pay $475 and Ohio State students are
charged $458 quarterly for room and
board
Miami charges $465, Toledo students
pay $480 and Wright State students pay
$470.
ROOM AND BOARD fees at Akron
Universitv is $440. which is $55 more

than BG. but tuition fees are $15 less.
All students attending the University
of Cincinnati must pay $469 or room
and board Juniors and seniors pay
more
($375) for tuition than
underclassmen, who pay $310
The differences in rates according to
class rank, is attributed to more state
subsidy for freshmen and sophomores,
school officials said.
Only one school of the 11 contacted
has rates which are significantly below
the other 10 institutions
Total fees at Cleveland State equal
$395 each quarter. $290 less than BG
students. Cleveland State students pay
$155 for room and board and $240 for
tuition.
Youngstown charges $375 for room
and board and $210 for tuition while
Central State charges $377 for room
and board and $221 for tuition
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epiTGRiaLS
military aid move
could awaken turks
The House of Representatives yesterday voted to cut off military aid to
Turkey by an overwhelming count of 307-90. It's about time.
During the summer the United States stood by idly while Turkey
rammed Greek Cypriote out of the northern third of Cyprus with superior
military strength.
While Turkish tanks rolled over the Cypriot countryside, the Turks
laughed in the face of those who tried to get them to sit down at the
negotiating table, including the United States and the United Nations.
Now the United States finally has seen fit to try to yank some teeth out
of the Turkish military machine in an attempt to get them to sit down at
the negotiating table.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is opposed to any move which
would cut off military aid to Turkey, for fear that it might interfere with
his own efforts in the Cyprus situation.
But it could help his efforts if Turkey begins to wonder what will
happen to their military might.
The action by the House will not be binding until the Senate approves
and the President signs the bill.
But the threat should be enough to bring the Turks to the table.

small justice served
in calley case
The use of Lt. William L. Calley as a scapegoat by the Army has finally
ended.
With the reversal by a federal court judge yesterday of Calley s
conviction for slaying 22 Vietnamese civilians, at least some semblance
of justice was served.
Calley may well be guilty of their murders. But if he is, so are many of
the 500.000 U.S. servicemen who served in Vietnam, as well as Gen.
William Westmoreland and the late Gen. Creighton Abrahms, both of
whom headed the U.S. war effort in southeast Asia.
If Calley were to remain incarcerated, justice would demand that
others be punished.
War is. by nature, immoral. One second lieutenant should not suffer
any more than thousands of other soldiers who followed their orders.
The real criminals are the men at the top who not only condoned but
ordered such killings. As long as they remain free, there should be no
punishment for someone whose only choice was to follow orders or be
court-martialed.

rockefeller influence
would be gigantic
Nicholas
von Hoffman

WASHINGTON-The reference in his
speech was somewhat oblique, but it
seems that no less than 10 angels
appeared to Mr Ford and cautioned
him while he was exercising his almost
celestial clemency in favor ol the
Prisoner ol San Clemente. But that is
nothing compared to the act of taith
he perlormed in selecting Hockeleller
to be his political legatee should
anything untoward befall this kindly
man who toasts his breakfast muffins
in public Choirs of angels must have
fluttered their wings in apprehension
The heavenly view of Rockefeller
may not be as opaque as the earthly
one. for. despite the (ormer New York
Governor's famously photogenic
bonhomie. John D's boy is scarcely
more available to the press than Mr
Nixon was The outlines o( his
profligate governorship, which left the
people of New York tax ridden and
debt burdened to an extent unequalled
in any other state, is vividly
appreciated by conservatives, if as yet
dimly understood
THE SIZE o( the debts Rockefeller
piled up is so immense that one of his
political opponents blackmailed him
simply by threatening to reveal the
annual $1 billion interest payments on
them
This piece ol information appears on
page 1137 of The Power Broker
Robert Moses and the Fall of New
York, by Robert A Caro. Alfred A
Knopf. 1974 Unhappily the book costs
$17 95. but if you have the money it is
worth it because Caro has written one
of the finest, best-researched and most
analytically informative description ol
our political and governmental
processes to appear in a generation
In the narrow sense the Caro book is
the biography of Robert Moses, who
for over 40 years, while occupying as
many as 12 official positions at once,
controlled billions upon billions of
dollars of public construction in New
York City and State More broadly, the
book describes a system of
interlocking corruption of labor unions,
engineering firms, contractors, banks
and bond salesmen which ought to
make Spiro Agnew bite the inside of his
mouth when he finds out how little he
got illegally compared to the millions
of legally gotten gains secured by the
Rockefeller and other banking
interests.
Nelson Rockefeller maintains that
no one has a right to inquire into his

meetin' mo 'n pa
By C. Ronald Kimberllag
Stall Colamaist
Pocatello, Idaho It's one of THOSE
places, v know Like Walla Walla.
Washington Or Muskogee. Oklahoma -'till Merle Haggard made it famous.
Or Okefenokee Swamp Till Pete
Kelly made that famous.
It's one of those places where you
sort of expect the sort of things to
happen like two women getting busted
for selling homemade liquor formulated from vodka, water and urine.
YOtTVE GOT the picture already
there Sleepy town, except when the
evening freight rumbles through the
long valley Hot enough to fry eggs on
the sidewalk in summer. Cold enough
in the winter that you could throw
the dregs of your colfee to the wind.
hear the hiss, and watch a couple of
brown pellets the size of rabbit turds
plop down politely on the snow.
The kind of town where the ghetto's a
two-block-long stretch of houses with
trim little gardens and three-year-old
Chevys parked in the driveway, where
you just happen to see black folks
perched on the porches, stead ol white
folks
The kind ol town with one big supermarket and lots of little ma n pa
grocery stores
Walkin along one ol the main drags
of Pocatello's ghetto last summer. I
just happened to take a side step into
one of those man pa stores Had a big
signout front - "Knievel'sGroceries."
Didn't think much about it at first
What I really wanted was a couple
bottles of Coke, to mix with some rum
and ice cubes so I could sit on the back
steps with a friend who was teaching a
summer course at the local university
and watch the squash grow and talk
about love and life, as il those two were
something dillerent from loving and
living
But wait a minute. Knievel's
Groceries'' My mind was spinning
around, jumping through hoops, and
digesting digressions like a Rube
Goldberg device Wasn't the Snake
River somewhere around Idaho'' And
wasn't. .

financial affairs, that they are a thing
apart from his public service But
Caro's researches demolish that
Beginning in 1948 we learn that
Rockefeller hired Robert Moses to lay
out a highway program in Venezuela
and then another in Brazil Ignoring
the question of having a vice president
with that kind of history of
international meddling, let's proceed
to the fact that Moses, without
competitive bidding, was the man who
chose the Rockefeller-controlled Chase
Manhattan Bank to underwrite
millions worth of Triborough Bridge
bonds
He picked Chase as the trustee for
these bonds as well, and in the case of
the money needed to finance the
building of the Verrazano-Narrows
Bridge set the interest rate at 40
million dollars over the going market
price
But then Nelson Rockefeller and
Robert Moses had a falling out because
the governor wanted Moses to
relinquish one of his 12 positions to his
brother Laurance It appears it was at
that time that Nelson set his mind on
destroying Moses entirely.
HIS PUBLIC reasons for doing so
had nothing to do with any principled
objection to a man like Moses
controlling such vast sums of public
money in nominally governmental
corporations whose books are kept
secret.
To accomplish his end Rockefeller
had to abolish the Triborough
Authority, which had grown fabulously
rich on bridge tolls, and amalgamate it
into a super, regional metropolitan
transportation authority. This,
however, might jeopardize the $387
million in Triborough bonds for which
Chase Manhattan is a trustee.
No problem. Governor Nelson
Rockefeller of New York and
Chairman of the Board David
Rockefeller of the Chase Manhattan
Bank met on February 9.1968 and drew
up an agreement taking care of that.
The agreement has been sealed and
never made public.
Maybe the congressional
committees looking into Mr.
Rockefeller's fitness for the vice
presidency will examine the role that
the family bank played in the years of
his governorship, but the Caro book
suggests more than a paltry billiondollar conflict-of-interest scheme or
even a dangerous man whose given
word cannot be trusted-it suggests
also a man whose political philosophy
is based on a sincere belief in the
secret and private use of public power
If the good angels can't rescue Mr
Ford from this scary and ambitious
man. maybe Congress will.
Copyright. 1974, The WashfcBgtta Part
Klac Fni.ru Syaalcate

Cokes in hand. I glanced at the
magazine rack. Newsweek. Time. Ms..
National Lampoon. Reader's Digest.
"Special - 10»" -- used paperbacks
westerns, mysteries, and an out of
place Henry James novel And there
In the center A duded-up. all-color,
buck-apiece personality magazine
devoted to Evel Knievel.
"PARDON MY ASKING, sir." I
directed to the frail pinkish proprietor
with the thin white hair, smells and
spots of vegetables ozzing from the
otherwise tidy white store apron,
"but..."
"Yes. he's my son Got some autographed copies if ya want one ."
"No. that's okay. . " I hesitated
Would he be offended0 After all. if I
were his pop. wouldn't I? But flustered
now. I blurted out the inquiry I had
really wanted to make. 'Nope, but say.
I hear there's a nice little band concert
tomorrow at the park."
"Well, let's see.'' A long arm. pink
as a baby's butt filled with thousands

of tiny wrinkles such as you might find
on an old bull elephant s hide, reached
out and grasped one of the local papers
from the stand in front of me
I stood looking at the dozen or so
newspaper clippings thumb-tacked to
the wall behind the cash register as old
Mr Knievel repeated the process of
wetting-his thumb, turning a crispy
page, following it down four columns of
fine print as he peered over his specs,
jerking his head a mote to the right as
his traced down four more columns,
and then turning another page about
twenty times
This done, he glanced back up and
looked at me with his light blue eyes,
which were as soft and twinkly as a
baby ""Nope, nothin' here in the paper
son."' he said
AS I WAS about to pay for the Cokes
and head out the door anyway, he said,
"Wait a minute "
A lean forefinger, crooking from the
hand which bent from the wrist which
rotated from the elbow in an operation
which could only be described as

resembling that of the crane belonging
to a kid's erector set. encased itself in
the dial hole of an old black telephone,
while another hand cradled the
receiver. Seven circular paths were
traced and then a pause
"Honey,' said the strong old voice.
"There's a young fella here wants to
know about a band concert Sunday Do
they have one playin "' Another puase.
then a "Well. okay. I'll call you in a
bit
The eyes twinkled The lean arms
rested their plump palms, etched with
little purple circles of grocery-pricing
ink. on the wooden counter.
Well, son It's not till next Sunday,
but it'll be a good one I can tell you."
POLITE THANKS, then a couple of
quick jabs with that skinny lorelinger
at the old manual cash register
"Will there be anything else today?"
"No thanks." Mr. Knievel, I thought,
you've already given me enough You
in your way, your son in his - you've
both got a strong sense of life
You're real people

any end in sight?
Thh n Iho fast of two columns on
pthon rehabilitation by guest columnist
Michael J. Rows. Row* h a prhonmr at
the London Correctional Institute in
London, Ohio.

Something else that tends to baffle
me is the fact that upon entering this
institution, a man is asked to pick three
jobs that he would like to have while he
is serving his sentence, out of the three
he is again asked to pick one
This is just something that the
Classification Committee does to make
it look like they are doing their job
You will be asked to leave the room
and soon you will be called back in and
informed that you will work at one of
the jobs that they will name You don't
get what you wanted, wherever there
is a need for inmate labor, that is
where you will be placed.
THEY DO not categorize a man with
the skills he had on the street, you

might have been a mechanic for
twenty years, but when you come in
here you will learn to be a janitor, or
you will learn to make soap, or bushes
or clothes, you will do something that
you have never, or probably will never
do on the street. Yon wouldn't do it
because how many men do you see that
enjoy the art of making clothes, and
how great is the demand for janitorial
services?
But nevertheless, you will work at
one of these jobs because as they tell
you when you come in. "This :s a
working institution, and you will
work " This makes me think about the
concentration camps of the second
world war The inscriptions above the
gates, "work makes freedom." it is all
self-explanatory In essence, there is
no such animal known as
"rehabilitation" to be seen running
helter-skelter throughout the London
Correctional Institution.
I would like to point out one more

thing before closing There is a very
good chance that I could be transferred
to a maximum security prison for
voicing my opinion as I have done here
I just wanted to bring this out. as this
will act as my protector in as much as
they wouldn't ship me now for all the
tea in China, because if they did you.
the public, would see that everything I
have related in this article is. in fact,
true
I should make mention that this is
just another way that we are
suppressed, or kept quiet. I was given
three years by the Parole Authority ol
this state, and I have no alternative but
to try and bring about some type of
change, as what they are doing is very,
very wrong
THEY ARE taking the lives of men
everyday and. to my way ol thinking,
they are no better than the late Adolph
Hitler They know that the lives of
these men will be wasted if they hand
him an additional three, four or five
years, but they will continue to do it
month after month.
Is there an end in sight for the undue
treatment being thrown around in the
prisons of this country0 Are we no
longer to be considered human beings
with hopes, fears, emotions and. above
all. love for our families'1 Do they
realize that the lives of our young
daughters and sons are in their hands,
to bend, shape and mold as they wish0

-srp^

BEARS ARE AT LARGE ON WALL STREET

speaking out

send money please
finds it necessary to turn down
applications for admission.

Welcome back to Fun City Midwest
I'll bet you hardly recognized the
place So much is different
Many ol the downtown businessmen
have participated in the renovation of
the Bowling Green business district,
which is great as long as you don't try
to cross Main Street after making the
scene at a downtown booze parlor.
OF COURSE, the University has also
had its share of physical
improvements The new bike ramps
make it a lot easier to ride your
English racer around campus without
fear of breaking your neck.
The old ramps, which University
President Dr
llollis A. Moore
described as looking "like I laid them
myself on a weekend." are still around
if you're feeling nostalgic or
adventuresome
Another capital improvement is that
most of last year's graffiti has been
painted over You might not consider
that an improvement if you spent long
hours in the dorm john composing
those masterpieces
That seems to be it for campus
improvements, but you can't really
blame the University administration

for that The state of Ohio apparently
does not see fit to spend money for
capital improvements at the state's
institutions of higher learning
The state seems to have panicked in
the lace of inflation and declining
enrollment at the universities Ohio
University and Kent State University
have recently-constructed facilities
which are little-used because of a lack
of students
Since this is happening at SOME
state universities, the state is quite
tight with money for new development
at ALL state universities.
THIS University, along with Miami
University, are two institutions
suffering moat from the state's tight
money policy. Bowling Green is one of
the few universities left in Ohio which

The University could really use a
new fine arts building and an indoor
recreational center. And a new dorm,
although the wisdom of building
another one is questionable, will soon
be necessary if the University
continues to overcrowd present living
facilities.
Dr Moore is apparently disgusted
with the lack of money the state is
providing for capital improvements
He told a News reporter recently that
the state is "spending more money to
build two restrooms on 1-75 than they
have appropriated to this University
for capital improvements since 1970."
1 guess you can't blame the state for
that When you gotta go you gotta go.
If the Ohio General Assembly sees
the light and approves the Board of
Regents' $1.3 billion budget request for
the next biennium. improvement may
be insight
But if the General Assembly follows
the recent trend to withhold needed
money from the universities, it could
be a long time before the University
gets enough money to build anything
Even a couple of new restrooms.

Their futures depend on our futures
If we are made to serve live or six
years in the penitentiary, what will our
children do for a father? Who will our
sons turn to when they have a problem
that only a father can understand0
Problems of the above nature can be
solved if you, society, will take time
out of your busy day to sit down and try
and find out just what in the hell is
going on in Ohio s prisons
I am capable of doing only so much I
will try to keep you well informed on
the situation as it is here, but you will
in turn have to let us. the inmates,
know that you are trying to do
something for us After all. it is your
tax dollar that is keeping this present
administration in office.
It is my sincere hope that this article
has touched a sensitive part of you. a
part that will feel compassion for his
or her fellow man. Even though he is a
prisoner he is still made up of the very
same thing as you. yourself, are. Let us
know that you are trying to do
something, because all we have at this
time is "them.'' and they call it
rehabilitation.
THE BG NEWS
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Ridge St. issue faces council
By rtedy Smercima
Suff Reporter

or six deep waiting lor them
to cross, he said

An ordinance proposing
the c losing of Kidge Street
during class changes by a
system of traffic lights will
come before Bowling Green
city council for a first
reading
at
Monday's
meeting
Ordinances must be read
to and passed by council
three times, then signed by
the Mayor and president of
council
before
becoming
law

Crowded
crosswalks

Tb.r« teen may be tern* relief Irom the problem* of dangerous crouwalkt on
Ridge Street.-An ordinance will be pretented to city council Monday to help
correct the situation. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

RIDGE STREET became
an issue last November
when Student
Body Organization (SBOi members
circulated petitions calling
for the closing of Ridge
Street Irom 8 am -4 p.m
Monday-Friday.
The
petitioners said this would
insure the safety of students
changing classes
A survey conducted by
Fred Hoffman, former SBC)
vice president, reported that
2.500 to 3.000 people crossed
Ridge Street during each 15
minute
class
change
Vehicles were lined up five

■

Rockefeller completes 3 day testimonyoverwhelming confirmation expected
WASHINGTON
(APiNelson
A
Rockefeller
completed three days of
testimony before the Senate
Rules and Administration
Committee yesterday and a
key member said the panel
will vote overwhelmingly to
recommend his confirmation as vice president
But Majority Whip Robert
C. Byrd I D-West Va i added
that he was disappointed
that Rockefeller declined to
stale flatly that he would
never invoke the doctrine of
executive privilege should
he
succeed
to
the
presidency
Chairman
Howard
W
Cannon iD-Nev i said it

would
be
premature to
predict
Rockefeller's
approval He added that "as
of right now. the committee
seems to be quite satisfied
with the presentation he has
made." Cannon said he still
hopes to get the Rockefeller
nomination to the Senate
floor for action before the
Oot
11
congressional
recess
IN THE House, however.
Chairman Peter W Rodino
Jr. of the House Judiciary
Committee said an audit of
Rockefeller's taxes being
prepared
by
the
Joint
Committee
on
Internal
Revenue Taxation will not
be completed until the third

week in October
This would mean action to
confirm
or
reject
the
nomination would be put oil
until after the November
elections
The Rules and Administration
Committee,
meanwhile, was prepared to
hear
other
witnesses
supporting
and
opposing
Rockefeller's elevation to
the vice presidency.
In his testimony yesterday.
Rockefeller
disclosed that former Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew.
sometime
alter
his
resignation, asked him for
help "to sponsor or finance
payments in advance on a
book."

Rockefeller
said
he
declined He gave no further
details
He said also that former
White
House
domesticadviser John D l-.lu li. Inn.in
wrote him twice asking for
contributions for his defense
in the Watergate cover-up
trial
"From a human point of
view I'm embarrassed to
say that I did not answer the
letters." Rockefeller said
"These things are very
sad "
Much of the questioning
centered on his views of how
best to restore the troubled
economy
ROCKEFELLER said he
believes President Ford and

GOOD/YEAR

University and city officials
compromised on a traffic
light system Lights at the
intersections
of
North
College Drive and Ridge
Street
and
Willard
and
Ridge Streets would flash
red during the 10 minutes of
class changes The lights
would permit vehicles to use
Ridge Street at other times
The University agreed to
purchase
the
necessary
equipment
and the city
agreed to install it.
Last spring, city council
referred the Ridge Street
question to the city's traffic
commission
A
public
hearing
was
held
on
September 12. with city and

The petitions and survey
results were presented to
city council and Mayor
Charles Bartlelt on last
November 30
City officials objected to
the proposal because they
said Ridge Street was the
most convenient route for
motorists traveling eastwest and west-east through
the campus, city emergency
vehicles required the use of
Ridge Street and citizens
would object to entering Oak
Grove Cemetery through a
rear entrance.
THE ISSUE lay dormant
until February. 1974. when

newsnotes
Energy
DETROIT (API-Major decisions on
power strategies are being taken at the
World Energy Conference without any
input from the public which must live
with the risks that go with those
decisions,
a Sierra Club delegate
charged yesterday.
Mary
Sinclair,
representing
the
conservationist group at the week-long
conference, said in an interview. "The
citizen-consumer voice that has the
most at risk in the questions that are
being
considered
has no
input
whatsoever.

Robbery

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger have recognized
that inflation will be almost
impossible to control if oil
producing nations continue
to raise their prices.
Asked to comment on
rumors that Kissinger may
leave
the government.
Rockefeller said "I just
cannot believe we would be
shortsighted enough to lose
this man's talent at this
moment in history
I think
that Henry Kissinger has
been for this nation an
absolute godsend in terms ol
his total grasp of the world
picture, his ability to think
conceptually and to open up
options
for
the
United
States."

PEORIA.
Ill
(APl»An
off-duty
policeman has been commended and
suspended after breaking up a robbery
attempt.
Sgt Elmer Mclntosh. 49. foiled a
robbery at a dairy foods store when he
hit one of two gunmen over the head
with a metal milk bottle carrier
containing four empty bottles Police
arrested one of the holdup men and were
seeking the second.
Mclntosh was suspended for not being
properly armed in the line of duty.

Cambodia
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (APi-Insurgent forces yesterday pressed their
attack on government positions near
Kompong
Chhnang.
in
central

University
officials
and
citizens
presenting
their
views
After
studying
the
proposal,
the
traffic
commission approved it 4-0
with
one
member
abstaining Council will hear
and
vote on
legislation
providing lor the closing lor
the first time Monday
Howard
Mutter
city
salety services director, expressed concern that "we
may, by the closing of Ridge
Street, be diverting traffic
onto a road i Fast Merry i
that cannot handle it " He
declined to comment on
what action cAuncil might
take

Cambodia, and government troops were
reported retreating without a fight
Field reports said militia units had
lost 18 foriified village posts west and
north of the provincial capital in the past
10 days

Corruption?
CANTON (API-Allegations of curruptlon and irregularities within the
Ohio Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation's Canton operation flared anew
yesterday in a copyrighted story in the
Dayton Journal Herald
The newspaper reported that auditors
from
the
Department
of Health.
Education and Welfare were probing
charges that $41,000 was embezzled
from the Canton office in 1973
But Richard P Ostreich. chief of the
state
Rehabilitation
Services
Commission,
brushed
aside
the
allegations Ostreich said the HEW
audit is "simply a general audit carried
out about every three years." and not
for any special investigation

Beer supply
WASHINGTON (AIM-With news of
one shortage after another spilling over
Americans, the Agriculture Department
has some good news for beer drinkers
Reserves of hops, one of the main
ingredients in brew, are adequate for
the coming year, the department said
Tuesday It said that as of Sept. 1 stocks
of hops were up 11 per cent from the
ykar before and 17 per cent higher than
the same date in 1972
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University asks for music building funds
originally to accommodate
200 students and currently
accommodates at least 550;
and that existing space is
28 8 per cent short of current
Board of Regents standards
The request for the funds
has been submitted for the
1975-77 biennium
If the
Board of Regents approves
the
request,
they
will
recommend
it
to
the
governor for funding
If approved on that level,
it will be sent to the state
legislature
for
final
consideration
Since the state is • not
permitted
to fund
nonacademic
buildings,
Edwards said funds for a
performing facility would
have to come from private

By M vela Cwik
Staff Reporter
A request has been made
to the Ohio Board of Regents
for ffi.5 million to cover the
projected cost of a new
music classroom building of
70.000 square feet, according
to
Richard
Edwards,
eiecutive
assistant
to
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr.
Edwards said such a
facility, which he called the
University's "number one
capital
priority."
would
permit
the
instructional
music programs currently
housed in five separate
locations on campus to move
into one building
In a statement submitted
to the Board of Regents, the
building is described as
"BGSU's
mosl
critical

sources.
"Once (unding is secured,
efforts will be made to
solicit private funds from
persons for a performing
facility to go with the
classroom facility." he said

capital need "
The statement said space
demands on the current
music building "require use
of
all
available
space,
including
stairwells,
corridors,
lavatories,
freight elevators, furnace
and storage rooms

THE MUSIC classroom
building
was
originally
proposed as a fine arts
complex
It
was
recommended for funding
by the Board of Regents on
March 19. 1971. (or the 197375 biennium. and in April.
1972. planning funds for it
were included in a state bill
The project was killed in the
governor's office

SOME FACTS included in
the statement supporting
the request for funds are
that enrollment in the school
of music has increased 73
per cent since 1970; the core
music building was designed
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investigate
new
drug
applications. But he denied
investigators
are
transferred if they oppose
marketing of new drugs,
that advisory committee
records are destroyed or
that the agency is dominated
by the drug industry.
"I find it incredible that
anyone familiar with FDA
activities in the drug field
during the past few years
could conceivably come to
the
conclusion
that
the
regulated industry has an
undue influence on. much
less controls, this agency."
the commissioner said
SEN.
EDWARD
M.
KENNEDY,
D-Mass ,
termed "suspicious"
the
turnaround
of
an
FDA
advisory committee, which
recommended approval of
Travenol
Laboratories'
application
to
market
Disease less than a year
after the committee had
recommended disapproval.
Testifying
against
approval of the drug were
surgeons C. Norman Shealey
of LaCrosse. Wis., Henry
Feffer
of
George
Washington University and
Earl Holt of Washington
University of St. Louis.
Shealey, a neurosurgeon
and
an
international
authority on pain,
said
Disease was "purified meat
tenderizer." Both, he said,
contain chymopapain which
has
been
injected
experimentally
into
an
estimated
10.000 patients
nationwide
He said his pathologic

studies
on cats showed
Disease
destroyed
blood
vessels and body tissue,
damaged the spinal cord and
nerves, caused widespread
hemorrhage and resulted in
death when injected into the
cerebrospinal fluid.
The Senate panel also
heard new allegations that
the FDA dragged its feet in
ordering drug companies to
follow up the cases of
patients who were treated
with
experimental
medicines found later in
animal studies to cause liver
and bladder cancer

James B, Stofan is the
new assistant director of the
University Union and the
adviser
to
the
Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO).
Working with the director.
Richard
Stoner.
Stofan's
duties
range
from
overseeing the development
of
UAO
programs
and
budgeting to participating in
Union-sponsored projects.
Stofan spoke enthusiastically about bis new post at
the University. "The students are great," he added.
About ISO UAO job applications were filled out at
Tuesday's campus exhibit.
He said he was surprised,
but pleased.
In terms of expanding

4 hours of credit

2:00 MTWF

IMVI

Instructors: Drs. Hyde, Kirschner and Ragusa of the Psychology Department
Enrollment in the course is still open. The course will count towards Group IV
(Social Science) credit for students in the College of Arts & Sciences. It will also
contribute towards the fulfillment of requirements for a major or minor in
psychology.

ENVELOPES

\ -\

SO Legal. 100 tetter

Stenographic

*70

alto will act as adviser to the Union Activities Organnation
UAO adviser

Stofan said he would like to i«e more lectures and trips, and
also aid

the

organisation

in

56 lined shi-ois 6"«9'
REG «•■

2 50c

CURIIl

present
UAO
programs.
Stofan specified that he
would like to see more
lectures and trips which
would include more than
just an annual trip to the
Bahamas He suggested bus
trips to closer places
Stofan
also
wants
to
organize more concerts. He
said he knows how to deal
with agencies, rather than
having to get involved with

promoters By doing this, he
can
negotiate
contracts
which
will
be
more
beneficial to the University
financially, he explained
"There's a lot of people
available now It's easy il
you know how to do it."
Stofan added.
Before coming to the
University. Stofan served as
program adviser to the
Coyote Student Center at the

REG ••<
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WASHINGTON (AP) The Agriculture Department
is drawing mixed reviews on
a plan to send a song-andprayer tent show across the
land to convince Americans
that food prices aren't all
that bad.
The
proposal
was
submitted to Agriculture
Secretary Earl L Butz by an
aide who urged the show be
put on the road quickly to
counter what he called "the
distorted view" consumers
are getting.
Sen. George McGovern,
11) S.D. I said yesterday he
thought the tent show idea
"almost incomprehensible"
and that more effort should
be spent on helping farmers
and reducing middleman
food profits.

"INSTEAD

OF

Dr

Butz's Traveling Medicine
Show' rolling through the
countryside peddling verbal
massage oil to the public,
farmers and ranchers would
like some kind of explanation as to why the department sits hands while they
have to sell their calves for
less than half the cost of production." McGovern said.
A draft of the tent show
plan, showed its objectives
included:
-"Communicate to citizens in major metro markets the facts about today's
food situation, why food is a
bigger bargain here than
anywhere in the world.
-To instill in the public a
greater confidence in the de-
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A

to

University of South Dakota.
In 1971. Stofan earned his
bachelors
degree
from
California State College in
Pennsylvania. Last year he
received his masters degree
from Central Connecticut
State College During this
time
he
worked
as
a
graduate
assistant
for
operations at the student
center

partment. to strengthen the
department's credibility."
Rep. Benjamin S. Rosenthai (I) NY.) said it was an
outrageous idea" and that
USDA had used the line
about Americans paying less
for food than people in other
countries for many years
The
program
would
conclude with "a prayer by
two local clergy and singing
of America The Beautiful."
The meetings will be held in
a large circus-type tent set
up in theater style, the
memo said
Ralph
Nader,
the
consumer advocate, told a
reporter
that
if
USDA
adopts the tent show plan
Congress should investigate.

TheMid/lm
banker's doxen
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more concerts

Agriculture Department proposal
meets with unfavorable reactions
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campus. (Newsphoto by Dan Fekht)
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NOTEBOOKS

With deep Mips.

Jamas Stofan, new assistant director of the University Union

New assistant director to aid
organizations with programs

A & S 100, Section 0002
A & S 300, Section 0003
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WASHINGTON
(APIDeaths and paralysis have
resulted among many of the
10.000 patients treated with
a
drug
described
as
"purified meat tenderizer,"
a Senate panel probing the
Food
and
Drug
Administration
was
told
yesterday.
An
orthopedic
surgeon
testified that FDA approval
for widespread use of the
experimental drug Disease,
injected into the back to
dissolve
ruptured
spinal
discs,
would
be
"a
disaster.'
Another surgeon said it
would be "idiotic" for the
FDA to approve the drug, in
the face of questions about
its safety and efficacy and
recommendations
against
approval by an FDA medical
officer
and
outside
scientists
But FDA Commissioner
Alexander
M.
Schmidt,
appearing for the second
time
before the Senate
health
subcommittee
to
answer employes' charges
of
harassment,
called
accusations
against
his
agency
"absolutely false
and irresponsible."

HUMAN SEXUALITY

ADD A PENNY AND DOUBLE
YOUR PURCHASE
«u» emu, it

renovations instead of new
facilities.
Edwards said he was
hopeful
about
the
University's chances for
obtaining the funds.
"We've
had
our
disagreements in the past,
but we're not dissuaded." be
said. "We're.still fighting
for the facility."

A New Course of General Interest

ONE
CENT
SALE

DRUGSTORES

biennium.
Kd wards
cited
two
reasons for the delay in the
funding process.
He said the Governor is
proceeding
with
tight
capital
expenditures
for
higher education projects,
and that all funds in recent
years
requested
by
universities have been for

Experimental drug approval
labeled to be 'a disaster'

ALTHOUGH there may be
instances
in
which
established procedures were
violated, he said, so far no
proof has been shown that
there is a pattern of FDA
favoritism for the drug
industry.
Schmidt said he had not
reviewed all the complaints
by at least 10 of the FDA's
108 medical officers who

GET READY FOR THE

GRAY
DISCOUNT

The project was submitted
again by the University on
Sept 12. 1872 for inclusion in
the 1973-79 Capital Plan as a
first priority.
In view of rising costs and
more focused space needs,
the fine arts classroom was
recast as a musical arts
classroom
building
and
submitted for the 1975-77

the bank that listens to its neighbors

Mid American
National Bank

Member F.D.I.C.
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local briefs .......
Registration

SOUND ASSOCIATES IS OFFERING
SOME SPECIALS DURING OUR:

Karate classes

The Wood County Board of Elections
will hold a three-day registration in the
Wayne Room of the Union.
Registration will run Wednesday. Oct
2. through Friday. Oct 4. from 10 a.m.
until 6pm
The board will handle registration for
legal county residents, students who
have given up residence in their
hometowns The board also can register
students who forgot to register in their
hometowns and wish to obtain absentee
ballots. Out of state students cannot be
registered for absentee ballots through
the local board
Ohioans who have not voted in the past
two calendar years must re-register
Those who voted in the last presidential
election are still registered.

Radio show
The National Lampoon Radio Hour
will be, broadcast weekly beginning
Sunday on WFAI.
The program, which is heard on nearly
200 stations across the country, is an
assortment of dialogue, parody,
literature, theater and music produced
by the editors and writers of National
Lampoon magazine.
Kicking off the Radio Hour's premiere
season at WFAI. will be a musical spoof
of "Moby Dick" Subsequent shows will
feature appearances from Radio Hour
regulars such as Craig Baker. Mr
Chatterbox, and Flash Bazbo. as well as
several new characters
The University's on-campus residents
will be able to tune in the new radio
program at 11:30p.m. on 680am

The Office of Continuing Education
welcomes anyone over 10 years old. to
sign up for karate classes which start
Monday

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

The chief instructor is Robert D.
Nicholson, registered second degree
black belt with the American Karate
Association and the American Karate
System.

SALE

Karate is not only a defense art. but it
can also develop a more alert mind and
a flexible, responsive body, according to
Nicholson It can also help one to
become self confident and to react
quickly under pressure, and to help his
or her concentration in school, sports or
business, he said

9 DAYS ONLY!
Today thru October 5th

Beginning classes which will work on
the physical conditioning and the
beginning aspects of karate, will be
from 6-7 30 p.m
The intermediate and advanced
classes, which stress the advanced
aspects of karate, will be from 7:30-9
p.m
For more information contact the
Office of Continuing Education. 372-2416

$198
^amtkHMMitar

Bridge lessons

Glenburn

Union Activities Organization 1UAO1
will sponsor an 8-week session of bridge
lessons beginning Wednesday. October 9
from 7-9 p.m. WE Steitman will
be the instructor The lessons are $5 00
for students More information can be
obtained by calling UAO. 372-2343
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Altec 886A Speaker System
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Mechem goes back to school
following kidnaping trauma
CINCINNATI i API-Four
year-old Allison Mechem
returned to nursery school
yesterday Nobody needed a
note to tell why she was
absent the day before
The blonde-haired, blueeyed girl had been kidnaped
Monday afternoon from in
front of her suburban
Cincinnati home
Some 24 hours later, her
father. Charles S. Mechem
Jr. received a phone call
that their daughter had been
found alone and locked in a
motel room five miles from
her home Mechem is board
chairman
of
Taft
Broadcasting Corp.
We thought it would be
alright to send her back to
nursery school.'' Mechem
said
We wanted to get her
back in the mainstream just
as quickly as possible "
MEANWHILE, police
questioned Frank Joseph
Wiechman. an unemployed

parolee from Cincinnati,
charged with kidnaping. He
was scheduled to be
arraigned in Hamilton
County Municipal Court
today, according to police.
Wiechman was recently
released from Big Pine Key
Road Prison 26 in Florida
where he served time for
two convictions on armed
robbery
One of the
robberies occurred in Fort
Lauderdale in 1970 and the
other in Miami in 1971
Lt. James Daley of the
Cincinnati police said
Wiechman. who has a
juvenile
record
in
Cincinnati, was unarmed
and did not resist at the time
of his arrest.
After the girl's return
Tuesday, police department
officials questioned another
unidentified man with
Weichman who was later
released
POLICE DID confirm that
a ransom demand of $128,000

was made, and that the
money, which was placed at
two locations Monday night,
was recovered
There was no contact
between the girl and her
family until they received
the call from the manager of
the Quality Inn in nearby
Norwood
"She talked a little about
it. but we haven't pressed
her." Mechem said.
"She had been left alone a
lot of the time and I'm sure
that was frightening. I don't
think she understood what
was happening to her.
Many of the young girl's
friends gathered around the
house after her return in the
hopes of seeing their
playmate, who had gained
national attention when she
had been pulled off her
tricycle and into a car.
"It's a funny thing about
kids." Mechem said. "In a
few days, they'll all be going
around like nothing had ever
happened."

This system, we believe, oilers ihe l.nesi quality at a very modest price II tealures me Pioneer
SA5200 amplifier which ulllltM dependable silicon Hamilton and delivers an honest 13 watts RMS
pei channel TIM Glenburn 2110 II ,i hilly aulomalic changei with an 8 lecord stacking capability It
-omes equipped with ,i Shure magnetic cartridge and a diamond stylus Completing the system is a pan
ol Audio Moniioi 455 speakers which ollei amjung etliciency and luss response We definitely had
the "dorm room" in mind whei. we composed this humble supei system
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"Three years from now.
we won't have any
electricity," Turk said.
"We're already out of gas."
ASKED TO expand on his
remarks later, Turk said
inflation and the costs of
equipment for electric
companies puts them in a
bind and they may be unable
to supply the needed power.
The council was set up by
the same legislation that
created the five-member

Emergency Energy Commission. Those members
are also on the advisory
council
"I don't think people are
conserving at all." Turk
said Any curtailment of
energy appearing in
statistics, he said, is caused
by rising prices.
"They're conserving only
because of the price." he
said "People just don't
believe there is an energy
crisis."
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Fisher >

We've combined three of Ihe mosi critically acclaimed products on the marketlo produce our favorite
system m this price range The Sharwood S7100A AM/FM stereo receiver has earned more 'best buy"
• atmgs m consumers magazines than any other It's functional simplicity and solid 2? watts RMS
power per channel are iust part of the reason This unit drives the "best buy Epicure model 100
speakers for a sound that must be experienced By addinq the proven Garnrd 62 automatic changer
with synchronous motor, damped cueing, low mass one arm, equipped with the Shure M44E
magnetic cartridge we've .in,veil at the very best for the very least

Fisher XP 7S Speaker System
3 way bookshelf system. I?' woofei. 'j ' midranqp. 3"
tweetc Featuring traditional Fishpi quality and uncom
promising performance
H<'g 169 85 e?a.

REG

$548

Fisher

ESuMB
flrO PIOfXJGCZf*

352-5166
213 N. MAIN

The new Pioneer SX 535 AM/FM Stereo Receiver combines practical power, advanced features and
high end performance for really impressive fidelity with no audible distortion And what could we
match it more harmoniously with than a pair of Pioneer Protect 100 B speakers? They feature 10 inch
woofers, wide dispersion tweeters, and of course. Pioneer quality. For your records we've included the
PE 3044 automatic changer equipped with the Shure M65E magnetic cartridge. This changer with
wood bate and dust cover is recognized as one of the best available, featuring super low tracking,
damped cueing, and pitch control for precise speed adjustment and accuracy And best of all, it sounds
<eet.

Fun.. 4020 AM/FM Slarao Rmmr
4/2 channel receiver vvilh SQ quad, 54 wall* total RMS
power with low distortion (1 0%) and a super FM section,
2 and 4 channel capability tor a new dimension in hi li
listening. Reg 299 95
NIK KO

$249

REG

714.95

J

Technics

N.kko 7070 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Outstanding performance. Can be used for 4-channel or
mulli-amphfier stereo systems, 100 watts RMS power,
excellent FM sensitive -. highly versatile for tape-to-tape
operation, etc. Reg 349.95

® ■aakHMMitMSI

.

$69

ea.

Sherwood Evolution One Speaker System
designed to be used with the finest components, utilizes
acoustic suspension and every major engineering advance
currently known to b#* reliable and accurate. (2 way, 10'*
woofer, 3 ' tweeter) Reg 99.95 ea.

CALL

584.95

P.E 3015 Auto Record Changer
Professional quality luaiurmg die cast platter, damped
cueing, anti-skatmq. pitch control, wood base and dust
cover Exclusive fail safe record stylus protector
Heg 175 90

HKWWOOD

Uo\s
isaneuo

A

$455

Garrard 70 3 speed Automatic Turntable
with low mdis aluminum tonearm, cuting, .' uomi record
support, patented lyncro 1*4) moiCH H ne aitd dust cowi
included
Hvg "2 8J

Ohio to face electricity crisis
COLUMBUS (APi-Ohio
faces the possibility of no
electricity within three
years, state Public Utilities
Commission Chairman
Edmund J. Turk told the
Ohio Energy Advisory
Council yesterday.
Turk, a member of the 18member group, dropped the
bombshell during an organizational meeting. Several
members said they were
unaware of the dismal possibility before.

331.85

$799

'■»»"} 0 Ee ae-Q^Jn
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With these components we've succeeded m creating an elegant, highly sophisticated system at an
affordable price The Technics SA8000X 4-channel AM/FM receiver performs as well as it looks,
superbly 152 watts RMS output power) The Audio Monitor 577 speakers meet the stringent
requirements of good Quad sound reproduction They are highly efficient 3-way speakers m oiled
walnut enclosures distinguished by a solid, transparent sound. We've agam chosen the PE 3044
automatic changer because of its many features and engineering innovations found only on more
expensive turntables (Includes unbeatable Pickering UV15/2OOO0 cartridge, wood base, and dust
cover.)
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1209.60

BOWLING GREEN
348 & MAIN STREET 354-43SS
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR FAST,FREE*H0T
»
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Open from 10-to-9 Weekdays; 10-to-5:30 Saturday.
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Newman, Davies create fresh lyrics
For the person who has a
real love of language in
poetry, the world of popular
music ran be a pretty
dismal place
Given the nature of the
popular music industry it is
almost too much to ask a
songwriter to be a good poet
Most lyrics are so vague and
cliche-ridden that they fall
to be anything more than
lyrics for popular songs
That is why il is to
satisfying to run into the
music of the Kinks Ray
Davies and this country s
own Handy Newman
They have the ability to
write not only memorable
music, but create lyrics that
are refreshing imaginative,
and thought-provoking Vel.<
in spite of their poetic
sophistication they .ire able
to write good pop tunes
If this were not enough
both Davies and Newman
are
performers of
the
highest caliber Davies has
received some 'though not
enough i recognition for this
in his work with the Kinks
Newman,
however
has
remained largely ignored

Night has made a hit from
his Mama Told Me Not To
Come"
Artists
ranging
from Neil Diamond to Eric
Bui (Inn have recorded such
songs as his classic "1 Think
It's (Joing To Ham Today "
Bui
few
have
taken
advantage of the opportunity
to hear (he real thingNewman interpreting his
own songs as he intended
them to be performed
GOOD
OLD
BOYS
(Reprise
MS
21931
is
Newman s latest attempt to
gain some much-deserved
popularity
The best
of
the old
qualities are found here Hivocals feature the same
"laid back easiness
There
is the same warm slur in his
voice the same ironic Iwists
of inflection
As in his past eflorts.
G(K)I) 01.1) BOYS shows a
performer who clearly has
an untrained, even unruly.
voice Newman works this
to his advantage, however,
by using this quality to
create a warmth and leeling
of involvement with the
Mlbjecl matter ol his songs
But it is his songs, not his
voice that sell the album

FOR
Handy
Newman,
success on the mass level
has been a second hand
experience
Three
Dog

THK SONGS have the
same
appeal
that
has
marked all ol Newmans
work There are sarcastic

Review by David Fandray

attacks
on
American
hypocrisy, played out in
language
so
blunt,
and
carrying so much insight
that it is difficult not to feel
a sense of laughter and guilt
at the same time
But yet there are songs in
which Newman shows his
love and compassion for the
little man There are single
lines that jump out and
make the listener wonder
why he hadn't said them
They are so obvious, but few
have Newman's instinctive
grasp of reality
The most interesting twist
to this Ip is that it is a
concept album The thread
that ties the 12 cuts together
is at times, obvious, while at
other times it is difficult to
follow
As
.i
result
interpretations vary
BASICALLY GOOD OLD
BOYS appears to be a study
of the plight and psychology
of
the
redneck."
the
common American working
man
The
first
cut.
"Hednecks." is a scathing
attack on
the
redneck
mentality,
but
there
is
evidence that Newman is
trying to do more than put
down the working man
He
brings
up
Lester
Maddox. saying. "Well, he
may be a fool, but he s our

fool "
Hearing
this
statement the rest of the
songs on side one. which are
largely
sympathetic
glimpses of various redneck
personalities, it seems that
Newman is trying to explain
why people turn to figures
like Maddox for leadership
Side two begins with a
look at Huey Long, the
former
governor
of
Louisiana
In
a
short

A graduate of Iowa State
University,
Dr,
Lowe
received his doctorate from
that university in 1970
In
llahn. an associate
professor and chairman of
the
management department, was selected the outstanding
teacher
in
business. A specialist in
operations management, he
has been an active consultant in the Management
Center
Dr
llahn
holds
a
bachelors
degree
from
Yonsie
I'niversity
and
masters
and
doctoral
degrees from Ohio Stale
DR. FOY is a professor in
the department of founda

tions and inquiry in the
College of Education.
Dr
Foy earned
both
bachelors
and
masters
degrees at ilardin-Simmon
University and received her
Ph.D. from the University of
Texas
An instructor in speech
and ethnic studies, Lomas
was selected outstanding
teacher in humanities. He
received his bachelors and
masters
from
Western
Illinois University
In the natural sciences
area. Dr. Lowe, assistant
professor ol biology, won the
top teaching award
A graduate of Iowa State
University,
Dr.
Lowe
received his doctorate from

WASHINGTON (API-The
direction signs to President
Ford's economic summit
this weekend point to a new
program of moderation that
may include some tax cuts
for
persons
with
low
incomes.

I SELDOM take the time
to so thoroughly delve into
the meaning of an Ip For
the most part, listening to
popular music should be a
relaxing
experience,
appealing
more
to
the
emotions and body than to
the mind
Randy Newman, however.

the possibilities for implementing the specialized cuts
would be a reduced rate of
Social Security withholding
at limited income levels.

OTTO

ECKSTEIN,

a

Harvard
economics
professor and formerly a
member
of
President
Johnson's
Council
of
Economic Advisers, said tax
cuts could be combined with
tax
incentives
for
new
investment
capital
for
business.

L.
William
Siedman.
organizer of the sessions,
said such reductions-aimed
at easing the burden of inflation for those in lower
brackets-are
definitely
among the options the new
administration
will
consider.

"I think the case is
building for a balanced tax
change with some moderate

Siedman said that among

is too much of a talent to
pass over lightly His talent
is even more impressive
because the listener doesn't
have to know anything about
Huey Long or look for the
hidden meanings to enjoy
GOOD
OLD
BOYS
Newman's bitter-sweet view
of
life
is
sufficiently
revealed in each song so that
it can stand either alone or
as part of a larger concept

Newman's
world
is
largely ugly. The ideas of
drunkenness, laziness, and
craziness
run
as
an
undercurrent
throughout.
But there are glimpses of
happiness, and there are
always traces of humor and
irony. If the listener's world
resembles this in even the
slightest manner. GOOD
OLD BOYS is an experience
that shouldn't be missed.

income tax cuts and some
incentive for capital formulation-with at least some or
all of the money being
retrieved out of an energy
tax
and
some
loophole
closing."
he said in a
telephone interview

startlingly new in the wake
of the economic summit,
which will be held at a
Washington hotel tomorrow
and Saturday.

locker room pep talk, adding
"I never saw an economic
problem yet that could be
solved by a locker room pep
talk

Ford will preside over the
sessions both days

Eckstein,
who was
a
participant at two of President Ford's 10 pre-summit
meetings,
said
such
a
program would be a "net
plus" for the economy

Some top union leaders
already are saying they do
not expect anything to come
from the sessions that will
help either labor or the
economy

He said he is "sincerely
afraid that we are going
down the road to depression
right this minute,"

ASIDE FROM the possi
bility
of
tax
changes,
however,
there
is little
prospect
of
anything

President George Meany
of the AFL-CIO said in a
speech Tuesday the whole
exercise reminded him of a

that university in 1970
DR. RIGBY. professor of
political science, was named
the Distinguished Teaching
Award-winner in the social
sciences area. I
He earned his bachelors
and masters degrees from
Louisiana State University
and his PhD
from the
University of California in
Los Angeles

by Garry Trudeau

H0LP MX TICKETS UP,
PLEASE! LIBERALS TO
THE LEFT, CONSERVATIVES
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-- STRAIGHT AHEAD!
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
34 Pav up, in poker.
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35 I.unit: Prefix.

1 Conspirator
against Caesar.
6 Sacred beetle.
12 Trusted
I.
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Texas elty.
Chateaubriand.
Conjunetion.
Oriental inn.
Do a farm iob.
Baffled.
One of the
Boones.
Bio. or rhem.
Detested.
Chinese paioda.
Harks of nerks.
Count
.
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49
50
52
53
54

Coata
Titled women.
Teachers' up.
Chair or ear.
Musical
instrument.
Word with man
or lady.
Mvthiral heini.
Men of learning.
l'« -i i iliinir some
■trasses.
Hammer's
partner.
DOWN
Boston
basket bailers.
Saintly.
Purloin.

61
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4 Stopper.
5 Hero of
"Exodus."
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Memorable diva.
Noblewoman.
Hilariout.
Boxer's aides.
Part of a journev.
Norwegian name.
Dizzy: Slant.
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Get Involved Today!

UH-HUH.
MATTER OF
FACT, LOOKS
UKE HE'S
ALREADY UP
I THERE!

UHERE?

UP THERESECTION12/
SEE?. UTTH

CUT• mmLSpeHuw

CUTFtKMSfWlM!

ALL THE

\

ROWDIES'

fa

Register

!«

Patrick
E
Gorman,
secretary-treasurer of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters
and Butcher Workmen, said
yesterday the pre-summit
meeting on food and agriculture in Chicago last week
was entirely dominated by
corporate interests

DOONESBURY

- OUnsi l"i II Of a -I.1M.-I

Are you interested in how your General Fee
money is being spent? Are you willing to serve
your student body? Then you might be interested in the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocation. Applications for the
1974-75 ACGFA (formerly Budget SubCouncil) are now available at 405 Student
Services.

and Maddox is obvious in
Newman's music

Advisers urge change in taxes

University honors professors
Six
I'niversily
[acuity
members have received Dis
tinguished Teaching Awards
for the 197.1-74 academic
year
Dr Wallace Del'ue Dl
Chan llahn. Dr Rena Koy.
Ronald Lomas
Or
Hex
Lowe and Dr (ierald Higby
were each presented 15110
Dr Del'ue. an associate
professor
of
music,
composed the opera "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" which
made its world premiere at
the I'niversity last spring
A graduate of Capital
University,
Dr
Del'ue
earned his masters degree
at Ohio State I'niversity and
his doctorate at Michigan
State University

musical portrait. Newman
describes the appeal of this
man who virtually set up a
dictatorship in Louisiana in
the late 1920s
Long
was
immensely
popular
because
of
his
appeal to the working class a fact Newman points up by
the inclusion of Long's own
theme song, "Every Man a
King"
The analogy between Long

fi
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15

20
23
24
27
28
31
33
35
36
37
38

meaning "night."
Baseball event*.
Sentimentalists.
Caroline or John.
Famous acting
rouple.
Artive ones.
Rodent.
Pav rourt to.
Correspondents.
Splendid
residences.
Unyielding.
Entlish poet.

39 Playground
aelivity.
40 Intersecting lines.
41 California
Indian.
43 Songbird.
45 Squads or shifts,

47 Green: Fr.
49 Fortification.
51 Asian gulf.
53 Solomon island.

55 One or two:
Abbr.
57 Have tea.

Collar iliffenrr.
Male swan.
Honeybee genus.
Irked: Colloq.
Having needlelike leaves.
Fruits.
Pole*.
New Mexieo
metropolis.
Girl's name

~<m»~ CL3SSIFIED —**&*"
We, are not responsible for mistakes unless notified on first day of insertion.
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TWsday. September », lt74

Women's Field Hockey Organisational meeting Sterling Farm
Field 4-5:30pm Thursday, September Xth

Falcons!
When you're a student, your banking needs are special
and we know that. That's why our University Office
on East Wooster is within walking distance of
your last class. Open your account with us this quarter.
It's the first step toward cash-in-a-flash.

There will be a "Testimony Meeting" in Prout Chapel tonight at
6 30 which is being put on by the Christian Science Organisation.
HELD WANTED
Apply in person between 2 and 4
pin Starting pay tl 90 1004 S
Main

Fotty-foui
nMuMfwQ decorated IURO
*• ■ I

ill your H nit ruin.nm-s
rniuKi-nwi't. ■wawtli.
"tlltllUg HIHI lHHH'\nMHHI . . .
luri! IMMIIKI HI trxliiml unitr

fabric

Free with your

kri'|i-.Li' I )l.HIMiul

MIIIL!

Keepsake

Bank of Wood County
University Office 445 E. Wooster • 1050 N. Main Office
Main Office 130 S. Main

Part-time help wanted Flexible
hours ("all Knickerbocker 352

uu

Attention students wile need .i
job' Babysitting days, weekly
Very near campus I*h 352-8332
after 6pm
We
have
openings
for
WAITRESSES to work in an
exciting local night club Must
be over 21. Apply at Dixie
Electric Co. Perrysburg. OH
874-8649

Klevers
Jewelry

Drivers with own car for
delivery
Hourly rate plus
mileage Applv at Mr Eds
l'lz/,1 Pub 532 E Wooster

125 N. Main
353-6691

Motel desk clerk, nights 95', of
time available for study in
pleasant surroundings Hours

1 male rmmt needed lor 74-75
yr
See Jeff at apt
230.
Greenview Apis 214 Napoleon
Road
1-2 F rmmts for 3-bdrm house
372-2041. 8-5

can be scheduled to In classes
1-S37-5196 for interview

1 male grad student needs apt
and or roommate immed 3520*42

Waitresses. Hostesses, grill
cooks ' Apply in person. The
Clock Restaurant. 412 E.
Wooster

1 F roommate needed, own
bedroom across from Founder
»165 qlr . 118 Manville. 352-5994

SERVICES OFFERED
CUSTOM
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON.
THE WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER. 515 CON.NEAUT.
Greek pins, lavaliers. rings
Novelty
Greek
items
all
available at the Den
Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area. 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-6311867

WANTED

PERSONALS
Pommerrettes
Important
meeting September 30th. 9 30
p.m. Room 157 Memorial Hall
Back to School Special free
puppy. 3 mos old. needs good
home. Ph. 354-4423.

FOR SALE
Slightly used T.I. SR 20 desk
model calc w factorial, sq rt..
etc HO 352-0595 Persist:
G E color TV 17272 N Dixie
Hwy BG Call 352-9312 after 4
p.m.
1967 Ambassador
Excellent
condition.
'.ust
sell
immediately.
Best offer.
Address 620 E Wooster. Ph.

352-0844
1968 Monarch Trailer. 12 x 60.
turn new carpet, natural gas.
washer-dryer, storage shed
Can stay on lot
Excellent
condition.
Ph
354-7251
or
inquire Lot 123 Gypsy Lane
estates.
Apt furnishings couch, chairs,
dinette set. dresser, bed. lamp.
& cooking utensils 352-7833
after 6 p.m

FOR RENT
Preferred Properties still has
openings for fall If you need a'
place to live give us a call 3529378 Indoor heated pool, sauna
and whirlpool.
Still looking for a place to live
this fall'' If so. stop out to
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE and
see why we have the best apts.
in town. FALL leases available
"Cablevision available"
2
bedroom
furnished
and
unfurnished apartments. 853
Napoleon Rd Suite 5. For info
call 352-6248 Hours 9-12 & 1-5
Mon thru Fri.
Room lor 1 girl MS/mo. with
cooking privileges 393-1175
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Ground-breaking set for alumni center
By

DM

GarfleM

The University's proposed
•lumni center will make the
big move from the
architect's blueprints to a
planned ground-breaking
ceremony this spring.
Alumni Director James
Lessig and his staff
launched a drive in January
to build an alumni center,
and so far contributions
have reached more than a
third of the established
tWO.OOOgoal.
"We're at the point now
where it's a definite go."

Lessig said about the
anticipated goal of building
a place for alumni, students,
faculty and staff to
congregate.
Barring any strikes or
delays. Lessig said, the
alumni center will be opened
in late 1975
The proposed center will
be located on the east side of
Mercer Road, south of the
intramural fields. Lessig
said the location will be
strategically placed since a
new main campus entrance
will be built along the southstadium drive.

"A GREAT interest in the
building is for the
University." said Lessig. "I
don't want the students to
think it's a monument for
toe alumni, and I don't want
them to think it's for alumni
use only." he said.
Lessig and his staff have
also planned for the use of
the building by various
campus organizations
"It will be a building open
to all alumni, students,
faculty and staff. The board
room could be used by. for

Hondurons face starvation
in wake of Hurricane Fifi

Alumni
center

University Alumni Director Jamas lessig displays a medal of
the proposed $800,000 comput alumni center. Over
$250,000 in contributions have been pledged to the center
enabling the University to go ahead with ground-breaking
ceremonies this tpring { Newmpftete by Dan Feiejht)

TEGUCIGALPA.
Honduras
i API-Starving
Hondurans fought over food
dropped yesterday by helicopters flying above their
hurricane-stricken towns
and villages.
Food remains our
biggest problem," declared
the country's relief
coordinator just one week
after Hurricane h if i struck.
The estimate of hurricane
dead by officials here
remained between 7,500 and
8.000. but at the United
Nations in New York the
Honduran foreign minister.
Cesar A Batres. pegged the
toll at about 10.000 Both he
and Tegucigalpa officials

Military conflicts seen unlikely
despite worldwide oil situation
WASHINGTON (APISecretary of Defense James
R
Schlesinger said
yesterday he doubts that any
country will go to war over
oil despite the economic
problems caused by the high
prices of producer nations
"It is not anticipated thai
there is going to be military
conflict.' Schlesinger said
at his first Pentagon news
conference in three months
Asked if the United States
were making any military
preparations to drive down
the price of oil set by the
Persian Gulf nations, he
said. "We are not
contemplating any kind ol
planning of that sort."
Schlesinger
seemed
somewhat at odds with a
tougher line toward the
Arab states and Venezuela
taken by both President
Ford and Secretary of State
Henry A Kissinger on

Tuesday.
AT THE Ninth World
Knergy Conference in
Detroit, Ford said that while
the oil-producing countries
have every right to manage
their own economies,
"exorbitant prices can only
distort the world economy,
run the risk of a worldwide
depression and threaten the
breakdown of world order
and safety "
At the United Nations.
Kissinger noted that the
United States has provided
economic programs to
Middle Eastern nations in au
effort to help them diversify
their oil economies.
But he said. What has
gone up by political decision
can be reduced by political
decision."
At his news conference.
Schlesinger said.
"The
United States regards the
problem of oil prices as

detrimental
economy."

to

world

But. said the secretary,
"we expect to have a
solution
through
negotiations.
through
amicable discussions It is
not anticipated that there is
going to be military
conflict."
HE WAS asked why the
United States does not use
its multimillion dollar arms
sales program to Arab
nations to pressure theni
against arbitrary increases
in oil prices
He said. "It would be
inappropriate to use
military sales as a leverage
in those discussions.
Schlesigner said if the
United States turned down
requests for arms purchases
from Middle Eastern
countries, they would just
turn elsewhere to England.

accomplsiehed without new
or increased taxes.
Gilligan said he plans to
spell out details of the
programs, including their
costs and methods of
funding, in the ■ weeks
remaining in his campaign
for re-election
"As these programs are
described in detail. I will
spell out the cost of each,
and how each can be
financed within our present

Batres told the United
Nations that 85 per cent of
the crops in Honduras were
destroyed in that largely
agricultural country. The
banana crop, the nation's
major export product, also
was severly damaged. He
predicted further unemployment from the destruction of factories and
economic
dislocation
through the loss of
highways, bridges, railroads, power lines and
water systems

(2 hrs. once a week)

When you do, you are entitled to compete for
• Scholarships (including tuition, out-of-stste tees, lab fees, the
works I
** $100 a month, tax free
*• Flight Instruction
PLUS
** A challenging |Ob as an Air Force Officer upon graduation
starting at $9,081 minimum plus numerous fringe benefits —
30 days vacation
Contact The Department of Aerospace
Studies, Rm. 164, Memorial Hall

Phenai 373-2176
Put It *ll Together In Air Force ROTC

Div. of Wood County Printing Co., Inc.
134-40 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone 352-5811 (AC 419)
Hours: 9-5:30 Mon.-Fn and 9-12 Sat.
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offer good
thru Mon.,
Sept. 30.

with this coupon
MASS SCHEDULE FOR
WEEKEND SEPTEMBER 28-29

We have the best selection of PresTypecin Bowling
Green with more than 50 fonts to choose from. We also carry a limited amount of art supplies.

Saturday 4:00 P.M.
12:00 Midn.

revenue structure." Gilligan
said
Gilligan. a Democrat, is
seeking re-election in
November His Republican
opponent is former Gov
James A Rhodes

•
•
•
•

Sunday 9:30 A.M.
10:45 A.M.
1:15 IN CHAPEL
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HAS BROUGHT BACK THE GOOD OLD DAYS!

onrmiin * THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT • 1.0. REQUIRED
* SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEES till 6:00 P.M.

Club H

WORLDS FINEST BLUES GUITARIST

Office Furniture • Report Covers • Notebooks
School Supplies • Composition Books • Filler Paper
Sheet Protectors • Typewriter Ribbons • Envelopes & Folders
Large Selection of Ball Point & Porous Point Pens
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THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURE EVER FILMED .
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..but were their parents and home towns ready
for the Liberated relations encouraged at

HARRAD COLLEGE

DOCTOR ZHIIftGO
GERALL1NE CHAPLIN JULIE CHRISTIE TOMOOURTENAY
ALEC GUM StOBHANMcKENNA RALPH RICHARDSON
OMAR SHARIFws2MMG0i ROD SltGER RITATUSHINGHAM
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Baddog Blues Band
• Encouraging liberated relations between coed students.
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NOW PLAYING!
EVE. at 7:45 only

rmmtSytorm...

»2.50 Adv. -»3.00 Door

210 N. Main

Air Force R0TC Classes

TtlE offiCE piACE

DOORS OPEN 8:30 - SHOWTIME 9 P.M.

VVJA.

MEN - WOMEN
You can still register for Fall Qtr.

FREE GIFT

ADVANCE TICKETS AT
FINDERS RECORDS

OF BOWLING GREEN
1550 EAST WOOSTER

LESSIG'S plan for
drawing pledges from
alumni has four parts The
drive is still in the first
stage
"Phase One of the fourphase plan is still going on."
Lessig said "We're meeting
with alumni one to one
explaining our plans It's
very time consuming, but
profitable
"The second phase will be
when we try to recruit

425 Thurstin St.

And
His Band

11:00 a.m. till 2:00 a.m.
Except Sunday

THE BLUEPRINTS for
the center have been made
up. but Lessig said a few
changes in the planning have
been made already The
library center, display area
and audio visual rooms have
been altered, from the
original prints. In addition
to changes, a fireplace in the
main lounge has been added
"The display area will
house published articles and
books by alumni along with
various other contributions
from graduates of the University." Lessig said

VALUABLE COMPOS SB*

Across from McDonald Dormitory

T0NITE & TOMORROW

(DIME

THE HOMELESS gather
ed in schools and small
parks in cities on high
ground as the flood waters
receded They often had to
sleep on bare floors or in the
open without blankets.

Lessig said the third phase
consists of a pledge drive
conducted throughout the
nation's big cities. He hopes
this will start a chainreaction of pledges.
"Alumni will be calling
other alumni for donations."
Lessig said.
The fourth step will be
sending direct mail to the
alumni, but that stage is far
off. he said

We have a bright new store. Stop in and
see us on your way to the downtown bars

9 P.M. - 2 A.M.
••••••••••••••

arali

SI billion, disrupting the
economy of this nation of 2 6
million people.
Andino spotted food as the
key problem.

volunteers (alumni) around
the country to help us raise
money for the center."

ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH

LIVE MUSIC

AOH*.

VOLUNTEERS, guided by
hunting dogs, searched for
more corpses hidden in thick
gray mud of the worst
disaster in Honduran
history.
Lt Col. Eduardo Andino.
coordinator for the national
relief committee, said the
dogs sniffed out 18
additional bodies in the Tela
area near the Caribbean
coast Without waiting for
identifications, cleanup
crews quickly burned or
buried the corpses to avoid
contamination in the
tropical heat.
Appealing for aid at the
United Nations. Batres said
damage reached more than
wssa

France or perhaps the
Soviet Union.
While continuing to sell
arms to the oil-producing
countries Schlesigner said it
has been U.S. policy to
"temper" those purchases
as much as possible.
On amnesty for Vietnam
deserters. Schlesinger said
while initial public response
was negative, his mail now
shows a majority support
for the program

Ohio plans programs
COLUMBUS (APi -Gov
John J. Gilligan proposed a
series of educational and
health programs yesterday
which he called "the
cornerstone of our programs
for the next four years "
The governor said his
proposals for higher
education, primary and
secondary education, health
care
for children,
emergency
medical
services, and health care for
the elderly can be

said 100.000 or more were
homeless* and untold
thousands \f others were
without food.

instance IFC (InterFraternity Council) or other
campus organizations."
Lessig said
"We will also develop
programs for the alumni so
they can come back to the
University anytime, not just
at homecoming It will be a
continuous program
throughout the year."
Lessig added
A limited number of jobs
for students will be created
by the center, Lessig said
The alumni staff will be the
same size, but students will
be hired for short-hour
employment throughout the
center, he added
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Sophomore keys Falcon defense

Confidence propels Brown to excellence
By DM Reef

AnIstMl Saorti Kd itor
In toe yew of the "nonamei" for Bowling Green
football, Dave Brown is
wasting no time making a
name for himself
The sophomore middle
guard owns a perfect

record-he's been named
Falcon delensive player of
the week after BG's two
football contests.
He is enjoying his starting
status for the Falcons and
has acquired confidence as a
result of his outstanding
play in the first two games
of the 1974 season

HOWEVER. Brown
credits much of his success
to assistant grid coach Dale
Strahm, who tutors
linebackers and middle
guards.
"I seem to be doing
everything right so far,"
Brown said. "I haven't

made any physical errors
out there.
"But I'll tell you." be
continued. "Coach Strahm
works us so hard. We're as
mentally prepared as we
could be. We know what to
do, and what to expert-he
prepares us so well."

The BG NewSJ

S PORTS
Thursday, September 26, 1974

Pogel

Brown has experienced a
rough road to the top. He
saw considerable varsity
action as a freshman but
failed to win a letter. Last
spring, be was listed as the
top middle guard until an
injury sidelined him.
WHEN
SUMMER
practice began, he had to
beat out Gary McBride, a
two-year letterman at
tackle. Brown won the
battle, and McBride is back
to his old spot, defensive
tackle.
In the opener against East
Carolina University. Brown
was credited with six solo
tackles in his 10 stops. Last
Saturday against the
University of Dayton, he
was involved in seven
tackles, including a solo
sack of UD quarterback
Tom Vosberg that resulted
in a 10-yard loss.
"The Dayton game was
really big for me. because
I'm from near Dayton

(Centerville)." Brown said.
"And I love sacking
quarterbacks."
Brown's confidence is
manifested by the fact that
be considers himself among
the top middle guards in the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC).
That's quite a statement
considering Miami's Brad
Cousino is still around
Cousino. the
"Defensive
Player of the Year" in the
MAC last season, was
credited with 96 tackles and
91 assists in addition to
sacking quarterbacks 32
times for a minus 154 yards
"I THINK I'm just as good
as Cousino," Brown
declared. "The thing is, he's
got the recognition and I
don't. It's going to take me
awhile to get it."
"Brownie." who's the
smallest performer (5-9.
196) on the defensive line,
loves playing football and
enjoys the contact.

"It's a one-on-one battle
between the center and
me." he explained.
"Sometimes, I'll get a guard
blocking on me. too. In the
Dayton game. I was getting
double-teamed on passing
situations. And that leaves
one of our guys f ree."
Brown was the state high
school wrestling champion
and turned down a wrestling
scholarship at
the
University of Oklahoma in
favor of playing football
here.
"I really enjoy Bowling
Green. The reason I came
here was because of the
"quick" defense used In
essence, it's an offensive
defense-you attack instead
of waiting for the offense to
come to you." he said
THAT DOESNT mean
he's abandoned wrestling.
He plans to be a part of the
Falcon mat squad this
winter.

"Let's face it." he said.
"There's no use in
participating in something
that you don't like-and I
love to wrestle."
"Brownie's" mind is on
football now. and BG head
coach Don Nehlen couldn't
be any happier Brown has
given him two near-flawless
games at middle guard and
has keyed the Falcon pass
rush
Now. it's up to the easygoing second year man to
try to keep his perfect
record intact. However.
Nehlen wouldn't want to see
Brown as defensive player
of the week for the entire
season. After all. there are
10 other men that deserve a
chance.
But it Brown keeps
playing with intensity that
marked his first two
performances.
his
colleagues won't have much
of a chance to dent his
record.

Women linksters capture fifth
in Illinois State tournament
By Laarl Leach
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's women
golfers tied for fifth place in
last weekend's Illinois State
Invitational with 878 points.
The invitational involved
22 schools and 126 golfers,
according to women's golf
coach, Dolores Black

Scramble

Falcon defenders scramble to tackle Kent State's lorry Peek (No. 40) in last
year's BG-KSU contest. The Hashes were picked as favorites to win the MAC
crown this fall, but with an injury to all-league quarterback Greg Kokal, there
should be a scramble among four or five teams for top honors in the
conference.

IOWA STATE won the
event with 844 points,
followed by Michigan State
(851). Ohio State (861).
Illinois State (869) and

Bowling Green and the
University of Illinois tied,
each with 878 points.
In individual standings.
Falcon Jane Strathman
placed 8th out of 26 golfers
in the championship flight
with a 168 The flight was
won by Diane Daugherty of
Stephens College who scored
a 156
Peg Gibbons and Pat
Santor tied for 12th place in
the championship flight for
the Falcons while teammate
Carolyn Treece notched the
14th spot
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A's 'dynasty' goes unnoticed
In case you have not noticed, the Oakland Athletics are
about to wrap up their fourth straight American League
Western Division crown
Yet. the baseball enthusiasts are not yelling "break up the
A's" as fans did back in the 1940s when the New York
Yankees dominated baseball The lack of irritation is
puzzling 1 would think that followers of other teams might
get irritated seeing the Oakland club win all of the time.
THE OTHER day. I think I discovered the reason for the
silence Even if the baseball commissioner broke up the
Oakland ball club, there would still be enough talent left
over to win the Western Division for another 10 years.
The Athletics have a unit that could probably start in the
annual all-star game every year and hold their own withoul
working up a sweat
-Speed is provided by Bert Campaneris who currently
stands 10th in the American League batting race with a .294
percentage "Campy'' is a base stealing wizard and tends to
make opposing pitchers "nervous
The powerful bats of Sal Bando. Joe Rudi and Gene
Tenace drive in runs with astonishing regularity. While the
runs are being scored, a stingy Oakland defense and pitching

Swami says:

BG over Westera Michigaa by 4
Kent over Eastern Michigan by II
Miami over Marshall by I
Okie ever Toledo by S
Okie State over Soatkera Metkadfait by M

Mickigaa over Navy by 15
Texas over Texas Teck by t
Notre Dame ever Pareae by it
Oklahoma over Utah State by a
Alabama aver Vaneerhilt by 2*
Nebraska over Northwesters by 21
Pitt ever Soatkera Calif eraia by 3

Maryland ever North Carollaa by a
Peaa State over Iowa by 12
North Carollaa State over Syracuse by II

staff stifle the opposition.
All of this is topped off by Reggie Jackson-a legitimate
baseball superstar in the mold of Willie Mays.
IN RECENT years, the As have initiated a number of
baseball novelties. Herb Washington, one of the world's
fastest sprinters in college, was recruited by the Athletics
strictly as a base runner The idea of the "specialty man" to
run the bases is only one of the offensive innovations
credited to Oakland.
The A's appear to have a ' Midas touch" considering that
almost every one of their novel ideas works for the
betterment of the team.
When manager Dick Williams 1 now with the California
Angels) left Oakland under a cloud of controversy in 1973.
the majority of baseball experts figured the club had lost a
major motivation for winning However. Alvin Dark took
over the elub this season and won games in the usual
Oakland manner.
It should be obvious that an elderly grandmother could

coach the A's to the pennant. Anyone managing the
Athletics is blessed with the strongest supporting cast in
baseball, and those superstars make the manager look like a
genius.
THE A'S have managed to win while quarrelling and
brawling among themselves and have won with an even
bigger handicap-owner Charlie Finley The controversial
owner has been known to fire people on the basis of one bad
performance. This usually does not rest easily on the mind
of an infielder with a tendency to make errors. But no
matter, the A's always pull through
When the Athletics clinch their division, they will be
gunning for their third straight world championship. In
addition, they will be threatening to become one of
baseball's all-time great dynasties.
Surely someone will notice.

THE BIKE PEDDLER
4317 Heathertlowns at Key, Toledo
893-4238

New England Patriots' running back Mack Herron
explained the secret of his success last weekend after the
Patriots defeated the New York Giants. 28-20
Herron, a 5-5 speedster, said that his "size is an
advantage."
"The linemen can't find me when I duck under them,"
said the diminutive runner.
HERRON starred in the Canadian Football League for a
couple of years before being picked up by the Patriots. He
gained 74 yards in 13 carries last Sunday and scored two
touchdowns.
Professional football's Miami Dolphins spoke
optimistically about their chances for a third National
Football League crown last Sunday after downing the
Buffalo Bills. 24-16
"We're back on the right track now." said running back
Mercury Morris who scored a touchdown and gained 88
yards against the Bills
"We're in better shape this year than we were last year."
said Dolphin coach Don Shala.
THE DOLPHINS lost their opener to the New England
Patriots
After the contest with the Dolphins, Buffalo superstar
O.J. Sbnptoa talked to reporters about his current bad luck
"I kind of twisted my knee today (last Sunday), so I was
favoring both legs," said Simpson who turned an ankle last
week against the Oakland Raiders "Instead of digging in
when I saw I was going to be hit, I was taking a lot of good
shots. I couldn't deliver the blow like I wanted to."
Simpson, who rushed for a record 2,003 yards last season
has gained only 143 yards in his first two games this year.
BRAZILIAN RACE driver Emersea FiltipaMi won the
Canadian Grand Prix last Sunday to tie Switzerland's Clay
Regataaal in the point standings of the international
Formula 1 world championships This sets the stage for the
final race of the season at Watkins Glen. NY For the first
time in several yeara. the Grand Prix of the United States
will decide the Formula 1 world champion

Our famous brands will get
you in gear — we sell CCM,
Velosolex, and Krystal.
Hours - daily 10-8 Sat. 9-5

KAREN PARSHALL
scored a 180 for second place
out of 30 golfers in the
second flight. Placing third
out of 36 golfers in the third
flight was junior Carol
Sommerville.
The BG golf team's next
match will be at the Central
Michigan Invitational.
October 4 and 5
Tryouts for field hockey
and gymnastics will be held
next week and are open to
all interested undergraduate
women.
Those interested In trying
out for volleyball should
contact women's volleyball
coach Patricia Peterson in
303. Men's Gym, or phone 22772

A tryoui will be held at 4
p.m. today at Sterling Farm
Field for any women
interested in trying out for
the field hockey team
According to hockey
adviser. Carol Durentini.
practices will be held at the
same time. Mondays.
Wednesdays and Thursdays
Those women trying out
must be able to clear their
afternoon schedules for two
days for team selections

Tennis
meeting
A meeting will be held at
3:30 p.m. tomorrow in 202
Memorial Hall for all
persons interested in trying
out for the tennis team.

AAA Travel Bureau
Reservations, Information
on all Tours - Cruises
Representing All Major Airlines &
Steamship Cos.

®

WORLDWIDE SERVICES

Documents for Shipping
Automobiles, International
Drivers Licenses
SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR EVERYONE

WOOD COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB
414 E. Wooster, Bowling Green

352-5276

THURSDAY IS STUDENT
NIGHT. $1.00 ADMISSION
WITH STUDENT 1.0.
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It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Ooea Tan tare Sat. 7:3M
Sundays 7:M-7:M

BARGAIN SAT.-SUN. MATINEES
ADMISSION JUST $1.00

ATTENTION

Undergraduate Women:
Tryouts for

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

FALCON ETTES,
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precision figure skating group
At the ICE ARENA
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